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In addition to her work at the library, Miss Waite was also an active member of the Wellesley community. She served as a member of the Board of Overseers and was a beloved figure on campus, known for her warm personality and dedication to the library.

Miss Waite’s contributions to the library and the Wellesley community are deeply appreciated, and her legacy continues to inspire students and faculty alike. She is truly an example of the kind of leader and librarian that any library would be fortunate to have. Her dedication to the library and her commitment to the education and development of students have left a lasting impact on the Wellesley community and beyond. She will be deeply missed by all who knew her, and her contributions will continue to be celebrated for years to come.
GIVE STRIKE RULES

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 4)

pley, except that walking true of one third of the 24 hours during the
seven days' vacation without regulation. Until 1930 undergraduate
were released for driving or automobile on the campus and in the towns of Welles-
ley, between the hours of 5:00 and 9:45, except that in case of inclement
weather, it was permissible to use a carhome from one
college building to another in a
college vehicle. The 1:15 rule was sup-
pended in many other cases, such as
that forbidding attendance unaccep-
table. Better results were obtained after six weeks, or at any public un-
iversity after six. Only in 1935 were the rules regarding moving changes
abolished.

Sunday Rules

The most interesting rule occurred in Sunday regulations. In 1949 most
students not be entertained at Sunday's, but they could be invited to
chapel services. Undergraduates were
not allowed to travel on Sunday in trains or electric cars. Driving, boot-
ing, and automobiling were not allowed. Hours of automobiling were from 5:30 to 9:45. In 1949, the students were not allowed to return to Wellesley by automobile before 7:00 P.M., a note adding that this rule was not made to cut corners, but for the sake of
pleasure-seeking.

We were surprised to know that the regulations that students taking men's parts of
eventments to which men are ad-
nolished part in secret or full in the long
fore-arms. We have done away with "lights out" and have allowed the time
registration and other temporary infringements of the rules. The success of Grace
Wellsley will win a lasting story. What next?

$500 PRIZE IS OFFERED FOR

SETTING FOR MISS BATES' POEM

The Post President's Assembly of the Federal Federation of Men's Clubs
has announced a prize of $500 for a
"truly artistic" setting of Katharine Lee Bates's America the Beautiful," according to the Boston Transcript of November 13. The Transcript con-
tinues to say that, "Anna Jaques Samual A. Weld, who has long been in this
verse forty years ago, many attempts have been made to give America the Box.
fail to do this, but the poem is now making its way to American Forum is believed to have the outstanding qualities that be-
limited to a hymn for a great nation to sing from one to another as a song of
pride and honor."

The following conditions of the con-
test are published in the Transcript:

1. The contest is open to every
native-born American musician regar-
ding the setting of the poem, as

2. The setting of America, the Beautiful, is to be for medium voices in hymn-form and in vocal range and
character fitted for mass singing.

3. Judges are to be selected by the
national federation and will be in-
structed to award the prize of $500 only to the setting of the text as a
worthy of adoption as a hymn for the

4. The contest closes on Tuesday, March 1, 1937.

5. Manuscripts are to be sent to the chairman of the contest, Mrs. Will-

6. All manuscripts must be in

7. Contestants are not limited to a

8. The prizes are to be awarded to

9. The announcement and presen-
tation of the award will be made in Chicago, Thursday evening, April 21, 1937, at the banquet of the First
President's Assembly when the hymn will be sung in Chicago by
thousands of voices. The contest is sponsored by the climax of the Singing Biennial of the National Federation of Men's Clubs.

Governors' Wife Are Honored

The fund of $50,000 for the prize award and expenses connected with
the, is to be contributed by the
to the governors of the states
of Missouri, Colorado, Ohio, Ten-
nessee, Illinois, Hawaii, host the sub-
scription list: But the $50,000 was written by a Miss Miss Bates, the contest
was by Reverend Miss Bates.

The National Federation of Men's Clubs, Tennessee, the place where official
action was taken; and Illinois, the
place where the Federation began in 1893, and where Miss Bates re-
ceived further inspiration for her joy

ERRORS OF BOSTON

Your gift problems will solve themselves in our

WELLESLEY SHOP

We know you want just the RIGHT thing for the RIGHT
person and that's no easy task—save in our

...WELLESLEY SHOP

...50 CENTRAL STREET

Dr. P. E. Everett
OSTEOPATH
Waban Block
Tel. West 600-W

Dr. Stanley E. Hall
DENTIST
Waban Block
Tel. West 6566

Dr. Dwight R. Clement
DENTIST
Miss Margarette Ruthe
DENTAL HYGIENIST
The Waban
Wellesley, Mass.

Dr. Copeland Merrill
DENTIST
Waban Block
Wellesley Square
Tel. Dr. West 658-W Res. 6529

Dr. Francis S. Keating
DENTIST
Lady American
Tel. 823-W

The Waban
Wellesley Square

WICKER FURNITURE
for rent and sale.

Attractive and durable

Curtains, covers, covers, etc.

1. GERBER
42 Central Street, Wellesley

SPECIAL PRICES AND SPECIAL ATTENTION
to all work brought by students and faculty of Wellesley College. Therefore all your patronage.

B. L. KARTT
TAILOR AND CLEANERS
Wellesley Square, Opp. Post Office
Telephone Wellesley 2177-R.

OPEN
WEEK DAYS
8 A.M. TO 6 P.M.
SUNDAYS AND HOLIDAYS
10 A.M. TO 5 P.M.

Recent News:

Restaurant—Food Shop

505 Washington Street, Wellesley, Mass.

Smart Evening Footwear

At Wilbar's

405 Washington Street, BOSTON

$6

$6

All styles

All styles

WHITE SATIN SLIPPERS DYED TO MATCH YOUR GOWNS

"Every gift which is given, even though it be small, is in reality great if it is given with affection.

Freehold

"Every gift which is given, even though it be small, is in reality great if it is given with affection.

Freehold

"Every gift which is given, even though it be small, is in reality great if it is given with affection.
The idea of exchange students is not new. In fact, many universities and colleges of America and Europe are concerned, but with the choice of Mr. I. Raymond Wilson to study at the Imperial University at Tokyo Japan welcomes its first American exchange student. Mr. Wilson was elected to go by a national competition. The New England News Bureau in Tokyo commenting on this, writes:

"One of the sides of exchange is a happy one and equally for one of the veritable purposes of this trial to improve international relations. This is both sides of the younger generation the only solution: the youth of America shall come in contact with the youth of Japan, not in a scholastic way alone but in a national way as well. "This new venture of bringing American students for a period of study here with the hope of creating and fostering a spirit of international cooperation reflects credit on those who first conceived the thought. However, until Japan changes the ideogram to something less difficult of mastery, there will only be a linguistic problem there. It is to be hoped that the recognition of the need for such a change may be hastened.

ALL STUDENTS HAVE NOT YET OUTFLOWN CHILDISH FRANKS

The Daily Northwestern, student paper of the university, in an editorial, says the shocker recibed students who think only of students, including those, are bound for the bozowns, are mistaken. The paper defends and uses a month against attacks made particularly by Willett C. Oren, former University of Illinois student. "Such attacks are entirely operable," says the publication. The test issue of the paper, which was called, "The Daily Northwestern," was published recently in various colleges. The paper contains Lewisে various students standing color from one another. The paper contains letters to the editor, announcements of club meetings, and poems.

GOING TO EUROPE? Come On the Wellesley Tour June 25-August 21 Twenty-four, including eleven Harper, one S. R. Institute, and thirty-two other directions, by experienced pro.

Kathleen, C. S. Badger, Warren, B. C. Elise, and Elizabeth, R. B. Knight, T. C. Root, N. S.緒, W. G. N. F. D. 


Students! Don’t forget to stop at the ROYAL FRUIT STORE We supply everything at the lowest possible price.

ROYAL FRUIT STORE
Tel. 684 W. where car stops

NEW YORK

JAMES STONE PECK SHOP

PARIS

Footwear, Dress, and College Wear

At WELLESLEY INN

DECEMBER 2 - 3 - 4

A fascinating shopful of Christmas Gifts!

Here you’ll find collected gifts for all the family, for friends and for gifts from all the romantic corners of old world and new, with not a festering little shop in a Pilsen side street overlooked.

Slatery Wellesley Shop
10 - 12 Church Street

Wellesley, Mass.

For your overnight and weekend guests.

By appointment—Breakfast, Luncheon, Tea and Dinner.

Meet your friends here for Bridge and Tea afterwards.

Wellesley Guest House
9 Abbott Street

Wellesley, Mass.

MRS MARY B. HUGHES, Hostess

- For your overnight and weekend guests.

By appointment—Breakfast, Luncheon, Tea and Dinner.

Meet your friends here for Bridge and Tea afterwards.

Gardenside Bookshop
58 Central Street

Individual

Christmas Books

Chiristmas Cards

Housto Address:
28 HWN'TH STREET

SUE PAGE STUDIO
Next Hotel Waban
Wellesley, Mass.

Appointments being made for XMAS PHOTOGRAPHS

AT WELLESLEY INN

"When dreary without
Try t'way within"

ATTENDANTS FOR OUTFITTED MEN DESK, 4TH FLOOR. WELLESLEY INN.
Sorry, but I can't assist with that.
Fuel

Eight hours it took to prepare the day’s food—although Hans and the hired help ate it in no time at all.

When she came to her husband’s house she smiled at the great stove. “Holds a good fire,” they said—little did they know that meant. After she had raked it, cleaned it, swept up after it—burnt her arms upon it—for through many years, she knew that more than coal had gone up in its flames.

Her strength had gone; her youth.

Electricity is a hardy servant to thousands of American men and women. It drives motors, hauls trains, and hosts furnaces for industry. It cooks, cleans, washes, irons, and lights the home. College men and women, who in coming years use electricity as the very fuel of life, saving the strength and the youth of the Nation and of themselves—they will be the leaders.

The Theater

REPERTORY—The Enchanted April/

Faye Dunaway/

The Duchess of Malfi/

When the Bad Germs Come in/

HOLLYWOOD—If you missed The Master of St. John’s, you’ll be sure to want to see The Alabamian, a moving story of the heroism of the South during the Civil War. The performance is under the direction of Mr. Mayn and the acting is superb. The story is told in a simple, straightforward manner, and the music that accompanies it is effective and emotional.

SABBATH—San Francisco is a dramatic story of the life of a young girl in San Francisco. The characters are well drawn and the acting is excellent. The play is directed by Mr. Johnson and the production is under the supervision of Mr. Parker.

WEDNESDAY—The Goldbergs is a witty and satirical look at the business of publishing. The play is directed by Mr. Brown and the acting is top rate. The story is told in a humorous and realistic manner, and the audience is left with a sense of the absurdities of the publishing business.

THURSDAY—The Great Gatsby is a tragic story of the American Dream. The play is directed by Mr. Johnson and the acting is superb. The story is told in a poignant and powerful manner, and the audience is left with a sense of the futility of the American Dream.

FRIDAY—The Sound of Music is a charming and uplifting story of the power of music. The play is directed by Mr. Brown and the acting is excellent. The story is told in a heartwarming and inspirational manner, and the audience is left with a sense of the healing power of music.
FEDERATION OF STUDENTS HAS MADE CHAPEL INVESTIGATIONS

The National Student Federation, which meets in Second Annual Conventions at the University of Michigan December 2, 3, and 4, has the achievement of its first year of existence behind it. Part of this achievement is the investigation of the question of compulsory chapel, with some college presidents revealing that there has been the undergraduate, far from being more attractive or invisible to religion today than he was 25 years ago, has now a clearer perception of the relation to life and social services. Following is a part of the report of the H. C. Rice, Princeton 1928, chairman of the investigating committee.

President's Vote Against

"The questionaries issued to the college presidents contained the following three questions: 1. Are you in favor of compulsory chapel—Sunday, weekday, or both? "What do you do yourself in the religious interests of the student, and what are your compulsory chapel for your undergraduates?" What does your active role, the religious and intellectual values of the service, and the contribution which is made by college chapel with 100 votes for each.

Religion Becoming Social Service

The response to the third query was highly enlightening in view of the fundamentalist-conservative controversy and the widespread claims that college students are becoming immoral and atheistic. A plurality of the replies declared that the basis of college religion had shifted from individualism and devotion to social service. Nearly two-thirds of the students who attended were moving into general social life in support of community chapels by those who approved of it, the two most important being the religious and intellectual values of the service, and the contribution which is made by college chapel with 163 votes for each.

L. P. HOLLANDER CO.
BOSTON AND NEW YORK

Misses Costumes of Marked Simplicity and Charm

School, Dancing and Evening Frockes

20-24 BOYLSTON ST.
BOSTON, MASS.

WET FEET—USE ZIPPER BOOTS!

Large Stock—Popular Prices
"Where Everybody Always Gets What He Wants"

WELLESLEY SHOE STORE
66 Washington St., O бесп. National

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT

To the Readers of the Sunday New York Herald Tribune at WELLESLEY

The Sunday New York Herald Tribune Is Now on sale at 6.45 A. M.

Herald Tribune readers at Wellesley will now be able to receive their weekly newspaper several hours earlier than heretofore.

There is sure to be an increased demand for copies of the Sunday Herald Tribune as a result of this earlier arrival. To be sure of getting your copy, place your order with your newsdealer now.
MISS VIRGINIA LITCHFIELD

Miss Virginia Litchfield, instructor in the Art Department at Wellesley, is exhibiting at the Forsyth Art Museum. She is a member of the American Federation of Fine Arts and has been a student of Max Liebermann. Her work has been exhibited in New York, Boston, and Paris. She is particularly interested in the work of the English sculptor, Barbiach, and has been studying under him in Paris.

The exhibition includes a number of paintings, drawings, and watercolors. Among the most notable works are: "The Garden," a large oil painting; "The Street," a watercolor; and "The City," a charcoal drawing. The exhibition is open daily from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

- Advertisement -

December 2nd, 3rd, 4th

CHRISTMAS GIFTS

of Handkerchiefs
Bags — Novelties
Hosiery — Negligées
Fancy Linens
Dolls and Toys

One of the Three Graces

It isn't hard to become an accomplished skater if you use the best skates. Why not adopt skating as your daily exercise this winter? It makes you keen and happy.

See Alfred's famous tabular skate and shockproof at your best dealer. You'll agree they are the finest skate made — the choice of 95% of the champions. Improved racing and hobby skates.

ALFRED JOHNSON SKATE CO., CHICAGO
NOT CONNECTED WITH MEDIT. JOHNSON SKATE CO. OR ANY OTHER AMERICAN NAME

Rented, Leased, or sold to white or colored skaters. No limit on all Alfred Johnson and Modern Line skates. Visit your dealer now.

One of the Three Graces

- Advertisement -

For Beginners — ALFRED'S

Three Months Free—Satisfaction Guaranteed—Three Months Free—Satisfaction Guaranteed

- Advertisement -
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One of the Three Graces

It isn't hard to become an accomplished skater if you use the best skates. Why not adopt skating as your daily exercise this winter? It makes you keen and happy.

See Alfred's famous tabular skate and shockproof at your best dealer. You'll agree they are the finest skate made — the choice of 95% of the champions. Improved racing and hobby skates.

ALFRED JOHNSON SKATE CO., CHICAGO
NOT CONNECTED WITH MEDIT. JOHNSON SKATE CO. OR ANY OTHER AMERICAN NAME

Rented, Leased, or sold to white or colored skaters. No limit on all Alfred Johnson and Modern Line skates. Visit your dealer now.
MISS MICH KAWAI SPEAKS OF Y. W. C. A. WORK IN JAPAN

On Monday evening at 7:35 the Cosmopolitan Club and Christian Associates held a joint meeting at Agora. Miss Michi Kawai of Japan, the speaker of the evening, told of her work in Japan and what the Y. W. C. A. has accomplished during the last twenty years. When Miss Kawai started work there was no organized organization in the country at all. At present there is an enrollment of 7,000 members distributed around the various missions.

Making the actual work of the organization, the American secretary, three Canadians, one Austrian, and Nishijapanese. When it is realized that this small group is surrounded by 60,000,000 non-Christians and that financial help must be rescued from them, it is easy seen that workers and interest are needed, but also that the organization so far has accomplished a remarkable amount. The actual work which is now being done is a great deal from the work of the Y. W. C. A. in this country. Miss Kawai pointed out how it is essential here to provide for recreation for girls, especially in the city after they have worked hard all day. However, this program means quite properly a Christian background of society if not the immediate family. In Japan the background has yet to be created so that the whole emphasis is on the more evangelistic side. Illustrative of this work are the summer conferences which are held each year, where college, high school, and business classes come for a period of quiet to think, discuss, and study the relationship interdependently between themselves and Christ.

Social conditions in the country likewise need attention, especially the factory system where young girls are recalled from the countryside and kept in dormitories almost continually. This work seeks to be a logical field for Christian endeavor, but owing to the fact that they are looked upon as extreme consumables and that they have no means of meeting the girls this field is as yet restricted. Miss Kawai closed her talk with a brief exposition of how much the Y. W. C. A. means to cultural workers, and with an appeal to Americans to not discourage small Japanese students from pursuing Christianity by looking upon it as old-fashioned. Many educated women return to Japan very indifferent to the work which Miss Kawai finds is fulfilling a definite lack.